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Texting, however, is missing the non-verbal context that is essential to speak-
ing face-to-face. Therefore, challenges arise in expressing one’s intent clearly. The 
use of emoticons and emojis, capital letters, and varied punctuation allow users to 
express complex levels of meaning. Consider the difference in meaning between 
“going to dinner with cousins ” and “going to dinner with cousins ”; in this case, 
the emoji functions in place of a facial expression.

Those who use texting as one of their main modes of communication incorpo-
rate nuances and new meanings into EMC so rapidly that the language changes 
constantly. Just like any language, meanings evolve over time and are used in 
creative new ways. For instance, the abbreviation for “laughing out loud” as LOL 
(said as “el-oh-el”) began as an authentic response to something funny. Now, after 
many years of use, it has evolved into lol (“lahl”) to express empathy, sarcasm, or 
irony. For actual laughter, variants are now more common, such as lollll, lololol, or 
LOLOLOLOL for the side-splitting kind (McCulloch 2015). 

Research finds that students have clear rules for EMC, including levels of 
formality and appropriateness (McWhorter 2013). While “c u in class lolz” might 
be appropriate for friends, students know to use a more formalized register if texting 
with a teacher and may write “See you in class, Professor” instead. There appears 
to be little support for complaints that texting is “ruining” language or preventing 
students from learning to spell. On the contrary, it is an exciting avenue for study-
ing language change.

TABLE 4.3

laughing Online around the world

language/Area Text meaning

Thai 55555 the Thai word for 5 sounds like “ha,” so 555 sounds like “hahaha”

Japanese www warai = laughing

French mdr mort de rire = dying of laughter

Spanish jajaja the “j” sounds like an “h,” so jajaja sounds like “hahaha”

Korean kkkkk keukeukeu = laughing

Swedish asg asgarv = intense laughter

Nigeria LWKMD “laugh wan kill me dead”

Brazilian Portuguese rsrsrs risos = laughter

Sources: Garber 2012; McCann and Brandom 2012
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